A new four-electrode Focused Impedance Measurement (FIM) system for physiological study.
A recently developed Focused Impedance Measurement (FIM) system (by the authors' group) uses six electrodes to localize a zone of interest. Because of 3D sensitivity it could give physiological information on large organs like stomach, lungs, etc. using surface electrodes in the frontal plane. This paper presents a modified FIM technique using four electrodes placed at the corners of a square matrix. Firstly current is driven through an adjacent electrode pair while the potential is measured across the opposite pair from which an impedance value is obtained. Then a similar measurement is made at 90 degrees to the above by changing connections to the electrode pairs appropriately. The sum of these two impedance values has a dominant contribution from the central region within the square matrix, giving the desired focusing. Experimental sensitivity maps obtained from a 2D phantom have verified the focusing effect. Compared to the previous six-electrode FIM system the focusing effect is slightly less, but this new technique has less negative artifacts in the periphery. This new FIM method can be applied both in the frontal plane and in the transverse plane of the human thorax, giving a further advantage besides requiring fewer electrodes.